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Collin Mathis
770-815-8120 | collinmathis9@yahoo.com

I am determined and hardworking, always looking for new exciting opportunities. I strive to be teachable and
grow during every task, while maintaining a positive attitude. I have been building my skill set and I am ready to
become an asset for any team.

Communication• Photography• Customer service•
Attention to detail• Resourceful• Time management•

Hunting Guide
Heartland Pride Outfitters , 2020 - Current 
In my 3 hunting seasons at Heartland Pride Outfitters I guided Clients from all over the U.S on trophy Whitetail,
Antelope, and Rio turkey hunts. I have been apart of many successful trophy Elk and Mule deer hunts. In our
Scottsbluff, Nebraska camp I am responsible for getting meals prepared for a camp of 6-10 clients a week while
guiding my 2-3 hunters. Time management is extremely important in my role. My time guiding is spent scouting
and ensuring we are hunting in the right places, providing the best experience for our hunters, moving locations
or adjusting set ups for better success, cleaning and taking the cape off our trophies that were harvested,
working fence, and working as a team and creating a positive atmosphere to welcome guys into.

Rental Technician
Brothers Rental Equipment, 2022 - 2022 
Brothers Equipment Rental is a rental company for home owners and small construction. I am an associate at
the front counter. At this position I answer phone calls, take questions and respond with helpful tips or tricks,
work and operate with the heavy equipment, such as Forklifts, Dingo's, Skid Steers, Jack hammers, and
everything in between, I also make suggestions for tools to best fit  jobs or tools to make it easier on the
customer, we also keep the show room and property neat by maintaining it with some of the tools we rent, I
have been trained and certified to fill propane bottles, at my position I also get the opportunity to build
relationships with some of our Vendors and loyal customers we work with.

Rental Associate
Fate Sanders Marinia , 2020 - 2020 
At Fate Sanders I was responsible for getting our rental boats out every morning and making sure our renters
were familiarized with everything from Bow to Stern. My job duties included; Cleaning and prepping boats for
rent, setting up rental agreements, boat maintenance, keeping the grounds of the property clean and neat, and
making sure the boats all arrived into the marina with no damages.

Intern
Brosnan Forest Main Lodge, 2020 - 2020 
Brosnan Forest is owned and operated by Norfolk Southern. Brosnan is a 14,400 acre Long Leaf Pine Forrest!
Throughout my time of being at the Brosnan Forest I worked with 3 main crews, which were Outdoor crew,
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 Carpentry crew, and also the Mechanical crew. I accomplished much of my work with the Outdoor crew, such as;
being assisting guide on many quail hunts and pheasant shoots, cleaning our hunters harvest, we had multiple
successful controlled burns, I was able to grow and sharpen my mechanical skills thru working on and with
many different pieces of heavy equipment, I learned, taught. and led through many different safety procedures:
such as Firearms, Hunting, and navigating our property!

Lodge Associate
DICK'S Sporting Goods, 2019 - 2019 
I was recruited by the General Manager of this Dick's while shopping in the lodge area, and was asked if i would
like to work in the Hunting and Fishing department, also known as the lodge. I helped out fellow hunters and
fishermen with getting the proper equipment and tools for the job, Other responsibilities included stocking
shelves and making sure the store met company standards.

Front Counter Team Member
O'Reilly Auto Parts, 2018 - 2019 
I helped DIY customers with all of there car and automotive needs. My responsibilities included; replacing
batteries, installing new windshield wiper blades, stocking shelves, and building displays.

From the years 2012-2016 I was active in a church that every year I would participate in a Community Outreach
Project in which we would go into the community and volunteer through; Feeding the less fortunate in Atlanta,
helping the elderly do necessary things around there properties, and volunteering at many diffrent food banks
all across North Georgia. 
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